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Executive Summary

“Brain-computer (or brain-machine) interfaces” are a class of technology that allows direct communication between biological brains and computational resources, without the intervention of speech, tactile input, or the use of other sensory organs. Linkage is achieved through wires or wirelessly to contact points placed on the skull or inside the skull cavity. These interfaces—”BCIs”—have been used mainly to treat cognitive and neurological impairments.

With improvements in related technologies, however, it is now feasible to extend BCIs to the general population, potentially leading to a synthesis between the two types of intelligence—human and machine. This facilitated “merger” of natural and artificial cognition opens a path to a range of applications that could provide strategic advantages to early adopters—a prospect that has not been lost on China.

The present study reviews Chinese papers and patents for evidence of research consistent with the aspirations of Chinese scientists—captured in prior CSET studies—to build toward this state of BCI-enabled cognitive enhancement. A bibliometric analysis of several hundreds of Chinese documents indicates China embraces this goal and has realistic pathways to achieve it. China’s research in non-invasive and invasive BCI is at the world-class level thanks to indigenous work across the spectrum of related disciplines and China’s ability to benchmark foreign designs.

Although collaboration with foreign and, especially, U.S. experts accounts for part of China’s success, the analysis shows that global input to Chinese BCI programs accounts for a small and diminishing volume of the research, as evidenced in co-authorship patterns.

The study begins with an account of its assumptions and methods, followed by details on the institutions and people that our analysis indicates are most likely to achieve breakthroughs in non-therapeutic BCI in China. Medical uses of brain-computer interfaces, while not part of the study’s focus, are cited where needed since they underpin much of China’s BCI research.
Readers short on time can skip the preliminary sections and go directly to “Expert Assessments” for an overview of the paper’s substantive findings, which are: Chinese scientists are researching with measured success a variety of BCI technologies and applications, with an emphasis on signal processing, new materials, and detecting cognitive and emotional states. These efforts are comparable in sophistication to those in the United States and the United Kingdom and position China to achieve a sought-after merger of human and machine intelligence.

This study is a joint effort by analysts at Georgetown University’s Center for Security and Emerging Technology and King’s College London’s Department of War Studies. It is based wholly on Chinese open sources and benefits from insights provided by neuroscience experts. The paper recommends an open-source monitoring program be established to track China’s development of BCIs in the interest of national security and safety.
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Introduction

Prior research by CSET analysts highlighted China’s efforts to “merge” human and machine intelligence by leveraging advances in artificial intelligence. This goal, announced in China’s 2017 “New Generation AI Development Plan,” is understood in China metaphorically as human-machine interdependence, but also literally, in the sense of building AI that replicates features of human cognition, so that as AI improves, the distinction between the two types of intelligence disappears. There are (at least) three paths to this latter goal and China is pursuing each of them.

- Chinese scientists are modeling the structural and functional neural pathways responsible for cognition, efforts that are “brain-inspired (类脑)” in a strict sense.
- China is also pursuing “traditional” and generative machine learning (ML) aimed at eliciting human-like performance through training on large corpora, the goal being artificial general intelligence (AGI) that mimics or exceeds human cognitive ability.
- Finally, China is leveraging brain-computer interfaces (BCI), originally developed in therapeutics, to augment human cognition and human-machine teaming by linking brains directly to computational resources.

This last path to advanced intelligence is the topic of the present study. While the theoretical outcome of all three approaches—acknowledged by Chinese scientists—are forms of synthetic intelligence, or augmented general intelligence, brain-computer interfaces may also support hybrid intelligence, in which human intentionality drives an increasingly capable synthesis.

BCIs are direct communication paths between biological brains and external devices, typically computers, designed originally for use in treating pathology such as paralysis following a stroke or locked-in syndrome in advanced amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, also commonly known as ALS. Although the technology has been under development since the 1970s, recent advances in materials, placement strategies (based on understanding the neural bases of cognitive function), signal processing techniques
and machine learning (ML) have improved their functionality, opening the way to non-therapeutic uses, such as cognitive enhancement and control. BCIs can potentially:

- Enable high-bandwidth connections that exceed conventional interfaces.
- Access private information (such as a person’s cognitive and emotional states).
- Directly stimulate neuronal targets and thereby achieve cognitive and physiological states not otherwise possible (e.g., emotion control and alertness).

Other applications range from gaming through decision-making, as well as attention monitoring, mood detection and modification, communications, weapons management, robot control, and ultimately exobrains (“twin brains”)\(^8\) and digital immortality.\(^9\)

Hence, BCIs are “dual-use” technologies whose therapeutic origin masks their potential for applications that can confer strategic advantages on states adapting them for scientific research, productivity gains, power projection and political control.\(^10\) These practical applications may be realized well before BCI’s arrival as a catalyst for AGI, adding urgency to the need to track their development. There are also ethical challenges to BCI’s use that demand attention, ranging from medical risk to privacy and autonomy usurpation at the most basic level.

Earlier CSET work identified through internet research Chinese BCI programs based on non-invasive technology (electrodes placed on the scalp, e.g., using electroencephalography, also known as EEG), where China has an established record and new efforts based on invasive techniques (inside the cranium).\(^11\) The present study looks deeper into China’s BCI enterprise with a particular focus on cognitive augmentation, irrespective of placement strategy.\(^12\) Its goals are to evaluate Chinese claims cited in the earlier CSET papers about the course of BCI development there and provide a methodology to track it.

The study begins by describing its sources and methods. Details on China’s advanced BCI infrastructure—derived from the metadata associated with patents and peer-reviewed papers—are provided in sections on Chinese institutes, scientists, companies and “global dependencies.” The study also assesses the content of these papers and patents. Observations from these data inform a final set of recommendations.
Sources and Methods

The following source types were used in the study:

- BCI conferences in China and abroad
- China academic departments, laboratory websites
- China company websites, press releases
- Chinese and English-language academic journal articles
- Google and Baidu search strings
- Patents databases
- PRC ministry sites and state labs
- Subscribed database feeds (U.S. and UK)
- Technical books by Chinese publishers

Data collection began by defining two complementary approaches: (1) keyword searches on the internet (for web-based information), on proprietary data holdings (for patents and academic studies), and (2) incubators—some 20 organizations and 50 persons known from prior research to be involved in the targeted activity, whose work and biographic data are publicly accessible.

Keyword choices straddled the gap between too broad and too narrow. Internet searches on “BCI,” or “脑机接口 / brain-computer interface,” yielded millions of results, even when paired with “中国 / China.” Narrower exotic terms such as “神经元逐步替换 / gradual neuron replacement” and “心灵上传/ mind uploading” gave manageable numbers but bypassed useful data. The upshot was a search strategy that combined generic with focused terms, for example, “脑机接口 (BCI)” plus “信息高速公路 (high-speed information highway),” to discover relevant web-based information.

The search for Chinese academic papers began with a query of the CSET Merged Corpus of scholarly literature, including Clarivate’s Web of Science, Microsoft Academic Graph, China National Knowledge Infrastructure, arXiv and Papers With Code, using the terms "脑机接口 / brain-computer interface" for the years 2020-2022. Some 1,562 China-affiliated papers in English and Chinese were retrieved and reviewed as candidates for a basic corpus.
Underlying the selection task was the matter of scoping the target itself. “BCI research aimed at cognitive augmentation” or “cognitive enhancement beyond natural ability,” while clear enough conceptually, belie the fact that technology leading to this “human-plus” state has its origins in therapeutic uses—applications meant to reverse pathology. Removing medical uses entirely from the search, accordingly, suppresses the knowledge needed to project future states.

Also, this paper intentionally avoids military applications, which are beyond its scope, as the topic is scrutinized by specialists and military uses can be inferred from general improvements in BCI’s function and design. Defense needs, however, can be drivers for BCI breakthroughs, so some attention (e.g., drone control) had to be paid to this area as well.

Given these considerations, the decision was made to judge a paper’s relevance by relying on guidelines internalized by this study’s subject matter experts, namely, “whether a paper shows current or potential use of BCI for cognitive enhancement beyond restoring lost functionality.” To add rigor, the study’s two subject-matter experts (SMEs) were asked to make these judgments independently. Papers on which both SMEs agreed (106 of the original 1,562 titles) and another 35 papers gathered independently were chosen as a baseline for finding additional papers using the co-author relationships this first batch provided. Some 473 more papers were identified, reduced to 370 after SME review, bringing the count to 511 papers.

The surviving corpus of 370 “new” papers was expanded by leveraging their metadata and bibliographies. Some 47 of these papers that one or both SMEs rated “high” in relevance were used to generate additional papers by searching for co-authors and cited references. Another 214 from the second run rated by both SMEs as “on topic” (but not “high”) were also examined for new (co)author publications. Some 109 papers judged by one SME only as relevant were retained but not further exploited. This third-phase process yielded 244 more papers, reduced to 173 after review, for a sub-total of 684 vetted studies.

A fourth and final run examined the 30 most prominent Chinese authors in the expanded corpus for Chinese language studies missed in prior searches, yielding 25
more papers for a total of 709. The corpus was returned to the SMEs for a global reexamination of their relevance using insights gleaned from each vetting process, which eliminated 46 papers, and for characterization of their content. The final count stood at 663 on-topic studies.

Besides China-affiliated academic papers, the present study examined BCI-related patents assigned to China. A search was conducted on the CSET unified patents dataset using the same BCI bilingual keywords used in the scholarly literature search. Query fields included patent title, abstract and description in both English and Chinese. We considered a “China patent” to be a patent with at least one assignee or one inventor claiming a China affiliation.

Some 346 patent records were obtained and subjected to review for topic relevance. The 114 surviving records were returned to the SMEs for characterization by the same criteria used for the academic papers. The result was a body of 777 records of persons and organizations doing research judged to be consistent with the goal of BCI-augmented cognition. These data inform the following sections on scientists, organizations, and this study’s analytic observations.
China's BCI Institutions

There were 280 unique institutional affiliations claimed by the first authors of 663 BCI papers, reduced to 129 affiliations by grouping subordinate units under their parent organizations. The 15 most prominent are given in Table A:

Table A. First-Author Affiliations of Selected Chinese BCI Academic Papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affiliated Institution</th>
<th>Academic Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tianjin University</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai Jiao Tong University</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsinghua University</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Chinese Academy of Sciences (UCAS)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fudan University</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South China Normal University</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hangzhou Dianzi University</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kunming University of Science and Technology</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beijing Institute of Technology</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National University of Defense Technology (NUDT)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebei University of Technology</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South China University of Technology</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS Institute of Automation</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhejiang University</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East China University of Science and Technology</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here are the same 15 institutions plus two others geolocated to show their distribution.\textsuperscript{26}

Figure 1: China’s top BCI research institutions (by paper count)

Source: Table A above.
Patents were assigned to 26 unique institutions, eight of which had three or more patents as follows:

Table B. Top China BCI Patenting Institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institute</th>
<th>Patents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South China University of Technology</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Academy of Sciences</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsinghua University</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huazhong University of Science and Technology</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhejiang University</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianjin University</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai Jiao Tong University</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shandong University</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The small number of patents (114) relative to academic papers (663) precludes direct statistical comparison. Notably there were no outliers—patent assignees were present in the full corpus of BCI papers without exception. Some additional observations:

- “Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS)” patent assignees are indeterminable from the data. A dozen second-tier units within CAS are cited in the academic studies, the most prominent being its Institute of Automation (自动化所). The CAS University, another high-scorer in the papers tally, may also figure into the balance.

- Wuhan’s Huazhong University of Science and Technology (10 patents) scored modestly (6 papers) in the survey of first-author affiliations. That number rises to 18 papers in the full corpus, only one of whose authors claims a second affiliation. This is unusual, as most authors register multiple affiliations beyond their primary one. The other prominent BCI facility whose authors cite no secondary affiliations is Changsha’s National University of Defense Technology.
• South China University of Technology’s strong patents showing, absolutely and relative to its papers (12th of 15 institutions), is explained by its association with Guangdong’s Pazhou Lab (琶洲实验室), which appears 43 times in the full studies corpus, split between researchers at South China University of Technology and South China Normal University.²⁷

The following organizations, listed with a few of their highlights, are among the top performing Chinese BCI institutes based on published papers and noteworthy research.

• CAS Institute of Automation (中科院自动化所) besides its AI portfolio, also does BCI research. The institute’s work on coding and decoding visual neural information is key to China’s BCI development. A 2021 report, “BAAI AI Frontiers,” listed among CASIA’s achievements a robotic system that can “accurately implant flexible electrodes into the cerebral cortex of animals,” facilitating China’s broader use of invasive BCIs.²⁸

• Fudan University’s (复旦大学) Institute of Brain-inspired Circuits and Systems (类脑芯片与片上智能系统研究院) in 2021 announced China’s first wireless BCI circuit for sending information between a chip and nerve cells. Team leader Ye Dawei (叶大蔚)²⁹ claims it “outperforms foreign versions on many levels” at half the cost.³⁰ The device is currently installed on the skulls of freely moving mice.

• Haihe Laboratory for Brain-Computer Interaction and Human-Computer Integration (脑机交互与人机共融海河实验室) was established in March 2023 under Tianjin University’s leadership. The lab is a focal point for a consortium of national institutions and some 60 top scientists led by academician Gu Xiaosong (顾晓松) from the university’s School of Medicine.³¹ It aims to solve technical problems delaying BCI’s wider adoption.³²

• Hangzhou Dianzi University (杭州电子大学) hosts both a “Key Laboratory of Brain-Machine Collaborative Intelligence (脑机协同智能重点实验室) and an International Joint Research Center for Brain-Machine Collaborative Intelligence
The latter is sponsored by the Ministry of Science and Technology and is joined by “renowned experts” from Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, and the United States.\textsuperscript{33}

- Nankai University’s (南开大学) College of Artificial Intelligence, another Tianjin facility, while not a high-scorer in the tally (five papers totally), merits inclusion here based on its early development of “interventional” BCI—a minimally invasive technique that puts electrodes in contact with motor cortex by entering the cranium through the jugular vein. Duan Feng (段峰) led the research with support from the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) 301 Hospital.\textsuperscript{34}

- Shanghai Jiao Tong University’s (上海交通大学) Ruijin Hospital BCI and Neuromodulation Center (瑞金医院脑机接口及神经调控中心) was founded in 2020 with the goal of using BCI to address depression and other neuropsychological illnesses, (i.e., BCI’s “affective” applications.)\textsuperscript{35} It aims to “implant chips into patients’ brains via a minimally invasive surgery” followed by electrical stimulation based on AI analysis.\textsuperscript{36}

- South China University of Technology’s (华南理工大学) Center for BCI and Brain Information Processing (脑机接口与脑信息处理中心) was established in 2007. It hosts multiple BCI “platforms” (平台) with a wide range of equipment, supported by alliances with hospitals and “overseas institutions.” The center is partnering with the Chinese IT company iFlytek on BCI development.\textsuperscript{37}

- Tianjin University (天津大学) is at the forefront of China’s BCI development. In 2019, the university unveiled its “Brain Talker” (脑语者) processing chip, which is able to separate signals from noise efficiently. The chip will “replace traditional computer devices used in BCI.”\textsuperscript{38} A faster chip is under development.\textsuperscript{39} The university was using a 100-target “very large instruction set” matrix in 2019 and a matrix with 200+ squares in 2023.\textsuperscript{40}
• Tsinghua University’s (清华大学) BCI Lab (脑机接口研究组), established in 2004, studies the application of BCI to cognitive skill assessment for use in “human-machine collaboration.” Tsinghua is pushing the frontier on high-throughput, EEG-based interfaces. It was the first in China to implement non-invasive BCI technology based on steady-state visually-evoked potential (SSVEP).

• Zhejiang University (浙江大学) was first in China to do invasive BCI research and was implanting electrodes in primates by 2012. Its Double Brain Center (双脑中心) dates from 2018; its School of Brain Science and Brain Medicine (脑科学与脑医学学院) set up in 2019 hosts a National Key Laboratory of Brain-computer Intelligence (脑机智能全国重点实验室). By 2021, the university’s BCI and Intelligence Integration Team were building hybrid invasive/non-invasive BCI systems.

Finally, it is worth noting that eight of 10 BCI organizations singled out in an earlier CSET study on Chinese AGI precursor research based on “internet sources judged to be reliable” are replicated in this SME-vetted inventory.
China's BCI Scientists

Some 1,901 non-unique China-affiliated author names were captured from the 663 BCI papers, by the following rules: include up to three China-based authors per paper, including first author, second author if work was shared equally, corresponding author (if specified), and/or the last author (typically the senior person). Removing duplicates left 993 unique authors. Here are the most prominent (author’s name appears on the bylines of eight or more papers):

Table C. Most Frequent (Co)Authors of Selected China BCI Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Papers</th>
<th>Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MING Dong (明东)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Tianjin University, Tianjin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU Baoliang⁵⁰ (吕宝粮)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XU Minpeng (许敏鹏)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tianjin University, Tianjin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO Xiaorong (高小榕)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Tsinghua University, Beijing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAN Jiahui (潘家辉)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>South China Normal University, Guangzhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANG Xiaoyang (康晓洋)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Fudan University, Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FU Yunfa (伏云发)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Kunming University of Science and Technology, Kunming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE Huiguang (何晖光)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>CAS Institute of Automation, Beijing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNG Tzyy-Ping (钟子平)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Tianjin University, Tianjin⁵¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI Yuanqing (李远清)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>South China University of Technology, Guangzhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEN Xiaogang (陈小刚)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>CAMS and Peking Union Medical College, Beijing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIU Jingquan (刘景全)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEN Xun (陈勋)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIN Jing (金晶)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>East China Univ. of Science and Technology, Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KONG Wanzeng (孔万增)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Hangzhou Dianzi University, Hangzhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI Xiaojian (李骁健)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Shenzhen Institute of Advanced Technology, Shenzhen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIU Shuang (邱爽)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>CAS Institute of Automation, Beijing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU Dewen (胡德文)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>National University of Defense Technology, Changsha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WANG Yiwen (王怡雯)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, HK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAI Xinxia (蔡新霞)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>State Key Lab of Transducer Technology, CAS, Beijing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JI Bowen (吉博文)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WANG Xingyu (王行愚)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>East China Univ. of Science and Technology, Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WU Dongrui (伍冬睿)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZHOU Zongtan (周宗潭)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>National University of Defense Technology, Changsha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENG Yong (彭勇)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hangzhou Dianzi University, Hangzhou</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These data comport well with information on recipients of the 2023 Huanao Award (华瑙奖) for BCI research. The award is jointly conferred by the Haihe Laboratory for Brain-Computer Interaction and Human-Computer Integration (see above) and Tianjin’s National Key Laboratory of Advanced Medical Materials and Devices (先进医用材料与医疗器械全国重点实验室). 52
# Table D. Huanao Scholar Award Recipients and Prominent BCI Paper Authors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Huanao Scholar Awardees</th>
<th>CSET-Selected papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lifetime Achievement Award</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO Shangkai (高上凯)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WANG Mingshi (王明时)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outstanding Scholar Award</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO Xiaorong (高小榕)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU Dewen (胡德文)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI Yuanqing (李远清)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAO Dezhong (尧德中)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZHAO Guoguang (赵国光)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distinguished Young Scholar Award</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEN Xun (陈勋)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHENG Longlong (程龙龙)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIN Jing (金晶)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI Xiaojian (李骁健)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WANG Yijun (王毅军)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WANG Yiwen (王怡雯)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WU Dongrui (伍冬睿)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WU Xia (邬霞)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XU Minpeng (许敏鹏)</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YIN Erwei (印二威)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
That is, 13 of the 15 working BCI scientists recognized with a Huanao Award authored papers selected as significant by two U.S. neuroscientists using independent criteria. One outlier, Zhao Guoguang, was awarded for “clinical applications” of BCIs, which is outside the present study’s scope. The other, Cheng Longlong, achieved prominence for building a “brain talker chip” (see above), worn externally and designed to replace traditional computer devices. Both Zhao and Cheng appear as authors in the collected corpus but not in positions of prominence.

Authorship distribution for these papers reflects a familiar pattern, wherein scientists leading the execution of the research claim first- and second-author status, while those guiding the research appear toward the end of the byline. The 663 papers studied had 501 unique first authors, 10 of whom had five or more papers in 2020-2023. By contrast, there were 238 unique “final” authors, fewer than half the number of unique first authors, 20 of whom made six or more appearances. Pan Jiahui (潘家辉) excepted, all the most prominent authors in this study fall into one group or the other, that is, hands-on researchers presumably doing novel science versus more senior persons making administrative decisions.

There is value in capturing details on both types, top first authors and those who register highest overall. The following scientists are drawn proportionately from the two groups.

Prominent Chinese BCI Scientists

CHEN Xiaogang (陈小刚) is an associate researcher at the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences and Peking Union Medical College (中国医学科学院北京协和医学院) in Tianjin. His PhD is from Tsinghua in biomedical engineering and his research areas are neuromodulation, BCI and intelligent robots, with publications in multiple sub-disciplines. He belongs to several industry associations, has won global robotics competitions, and has three personal patents.

CHEN Xun (陈勋) earned a PhD from the University of British Columbia in 2014 and is a full professor at Hefei’s University of Science and Technology of China, where his work on BCIs, signal processing and image analysis won him high awards and entry to
national-level "key" projects. He is also director of a "Joint Laboratory for Brain and AI" with Zepp Health Corporation engaging in invasive and non-invasive BCI development.

GAO Xiaorong (高小榕) received a doctorate from Tsinghua’s Biomedical Engineering Department in 1992 and continues there as a professor today. Gao is recognized worldwide and credited with founding BCI research in China, in particular SSVEP technology. His long-term research focuses on practical and theoretical analysis of EEG data for clinical applications and as a path toward understanding brain function. His publications number over 100, many highly cited.

HU Dewen (胡德文) earned an MS degree from Xi’an Jiaotong University in 1986, joined the People’s Liberation Army in June of that year, and was a visiting scholar at the UK’s University of Sheffield in 1995-1996. Hu’s PhD is from the National University of Defense Technology (1999), where he researches brain, cognitive science, and control science. He received multiple Chinese “talent” awards and is author of more than 300 papers.

JIN Jing (金晶) received a PhD from Shanghai’s East China University of S&T in 2010, where he serves as professor and chair of its Automation Department. Jin is one of China’s most widely connected BCI researchers, serving on the boards of numerous top-ranked BCI journals and in industry organizations. His research focuses on human-machine hybrid intelligence, signal processing and the development of exoskeleton robots.

KANG Xiaoyang (康晓洋) earned a doctorate from Shanghai Jiao Tong University in 2016, then did postdoc research at the Laboratory for Soft Bioelectronic Interfaces, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne. In 2018 he joined Fudan University’s faculty where he studies biomedical microelectronic devices, neural engineering, and brain-computer interaction. Kang’s research on soft implantable neural interfaces has been funded by municipal and state-level bodies.

LI Xiaojian (李骁健) received a PhD from CAS’s Institute of Biophysics in 2010, did postdoc work at the Medical College of Georgia at Augusta University under Joe Tsien
(钱卓) in 2010–2013, and was a research associate at Illinois’ Northwestern University until taking his present post at CAS’s Shenzhen Institute of Advanced Technology in 2018. Li founded We-Linking Medical (see below), where he develops optically controlled interfaces.

Li Yuanqing (李远清) earned a PhD from South China University of Technology in 1997 and stayed on as faculty, with stints at Japan’s RIKEN Brain Science Institute (2002–2004) and Singapore’s Information and Communication Institute (2004–2008), where he researched brain signal analysis. His Center for BCI and Brain Information Processing (脑机接口与脑信息处理中心) collaborates with iFlytek on “brain-computer collaborative hybrid intelligence.”

LU Baoliang (吕宝粮) is a professor at Shanghai Jiao Tong University, director of its Center for Brain-like Computing and Machine Intelligence (仿脑计算与机器智能研究中心) and head of the affiliated Center for Brain-Machine Interface and Neuromodulation (脑机接口及神经调控中心) and Ruijin-MiHoYo Lab. He earned a PhD at Kyoto University in 1994, remaining in Japan until 2002 at RIKEN in Nagoya. Lu specializes in affective BCI and emotion recognition.

MING Dong (明东), a Tianjin University PhD (2004), is now vice president of the university, professor in its School of Precision Instrument and Optoelectronics Engineering and head of the Tianjin Brain Science and Brain-inspired Research Center (脑科学与类脑研究中心). Ming holds the record for number of papers selected for this study as does the university itself. His research interests range from neural stimulation and interfaces to neural sensing and imaging.

PAN Jiahui (潘家辉) earned a PhD at South China University of Technology in 2014 under Li Yuanqing in pattern recognition and intelligent systems. He is now vice dean of South China Normal University’s School of Software and director of the affiliated Brain-Computer Interaction and Hybrid Intelligence Research Center (脑机交互与混合智能研究中心), founded in 2019. Pan’s research is on BCIs, brain signal processing and pattern recognition.
PENG Yong (彭勇) is a professor at Hangzhou Dianzi University and deputy director of its Institute of Cognitive and Intelligent Computing (认知与智能计算研究所). He was awarded a PhD from Shanghai Jiao Tong University in 2015 after two years studying in the University of Michigan’s Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science. Peng researches machine learning, pattern recognition, and EEG-based BCI.

WANG Yiwen (王怡雯) did pre-doctoral work at Hefei’s University of Science and Technology of China. In 2008 she earned a PhD from the University of Florida under Professor Jose C. Principe, and was with Zhejiang University before joining the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology’s faculty in 2017. Wang’s work in computational neuroscience and neural decoding for BCI has won her top spots on IEEE committees and on the boards of leading IEEE journals.

WU Dongrui (伍冬睿) received a PhD in electrical engineering from USC, Los Angeles in 2009 and is now a professor with Huazhong University of Science and Technology in Wuhan researching BCI, affective computing and computational intelligence. Wu’s BCI and Machine Learning Laboratory (脑机接口与机器学习实验室) within the university’s School of Artificial Intelligence and Automation is funded by state and local governments and by Huawei, Alibaba, Baidu, and Ant Group.

XU Minpeng (许敏鹏) earned a PhD from Tianjin University in 2015 and is now vice dean of its Academy of Medical Engineering and Translational Medicine, where he researches BCI. Xu holds positions of importance in numerous industry associations and has received significant national-level funding since 2017. He was at UC San Diego’s Institute for Neural Computation from 2014 to 2015. In 2022, Xu directed China’s first open-source BCI platform “MetaBCI.”
China’s BCI Companies

According to a Chinese ministry report, in 2023 there were more than 100 BCI companies in China, up from around half that number two years prior. A survey of the Chinese BCI industry in the technology news journal 36Kr noted that “outside of the medical scene, BCI companies have their sights on the brain science research market, mainly domestic brain science and brain-like research, neuroscience, language and cognitive function, psychology research and other laboratories, and on providing scientific research tools and services.”

The following ten Chinese BCI companies and one industry association surfaced while doing Internet searches on scientists and institutions for this study, or as the secondary affiliations of authors who contributed to the corpus of papers. Within this sample are companies whose business models address both the therapeutic and cognitive facilitation aspects of BCI.

Neuracle (博睿康)

Neuracle was established in 2011 by a team from Tsinghua University’s Neural Engineering Laboratory and continues to benefit from the association. The company specializes in the research, development, and production of non-invasive and minimally invasive (微创脑机接口) BCIs. Its main customers include several of the universities highlighted above. The company’s wireless EEG acquisition system and transcranial electrical stimulation products are used in biomedicine, psychology, cognitive science, neuroscience, and neuromodulation.

NeuraMatrix (宁矩科技)

NeuraMatrix is another company incubated by Tsinghua University. Stood up in 2019, it builds active implantable systems interfacing with the human body and artificial devices. Whereas China has decades of experience with non-invasive BCI systems, NeuraMatrix was China’s first company to build an implantable device. Unlike other Chinese BCI projects whose goal is to alleviate disability, NeuraMatrix openly states its aim to augment the cognitive power of people in general “by effectively merging
human and artificial intelligence.” Its products include electrode materials, a neural
interface chip, and “infinite multi-point interface equipment.”

**Zhiran Medical (智冉医疗)**

Zhiran was founded in Beijing in 2022, with composite experience dating back a
decade. The company offers “precise diagnosis and treatment of neurological
diseases.” It was created by Fang Ying (方英)—a researcher at China’s National
Center for Nanoscience and Technology (国家纳米科学中心) and former Harvard
student—and by current CEO Song Qi (宋麒), a University of Iowa PhD recipient, who
worked at GE’s Global R&D Center in New York. Their team researches neural tassel
electrodes (神经流苏电极) and ultra-flexible micro-electrode arrays.

**Xinzhida Neurotechnology (芯智达神经技术)**

Also located in Beijing, Xinzhida Neurotechnology was founded in March 2023 under
Luo Minmin’s (罗敏敏) management. Luo is co-director of the Chinese Institute for
Brain Research (北京脑科学与类脑研究中心), which studies brain-inspired AI and BCI.
The firm appears to be a brokerage operation, whose main business is “technology
transfer, promotion and exchange.” Xinzhida leads the Intelligent Brain-Computer
System Enhancement Program (智能脑机系统增强计划) stood up in April 2023 to
integrate Beijing area BCI resources and “build the world’s leading brain-computer
interface equipment.”

**Stairmed (阶梯医疗)**

Founded in August 2021 in Shanghai, Stairmed builds implantable BCIs aimed at
human body function restoration and function enhancement (机能增强). The company
produces “ultra-flexible micro-nano electrodes (超柔性微纳电极) yielding a “spatial
sampling density” of 1024 channels/cubic mm. Stairmed was founded by Zhao
Zhengtuo (赵郑拓), a researcher at CAS’s Center for Excellence in Brain Science and
Intelligence Technology (脑科学与智能技术卓越创新中心) and by Li Xue (李雪), also at
CEBSIT and head of its Multimodal Neural Interface Research Group. Zhao’s PhD is
from the University of Texas at Austin. Li earned his PhD at Rice University.
**Tianqiao and Chrissy Chen Institute** (陈天桥雒芊芊研究院)

Founded at Caltech in 2016 by online gaming pioneer Chen Tianqiao (陈天桥) and his spouse Chrissy Luo (雒芊芊), the institute established in 2020 and 2021 two “Frontier Labs” (前沿实验室) for brain research, one at Huashan Hospital (华山医院) in Shanghai headed by neuroscientist Gerwin Schalk, the other at the Shanghai Mental Health Center (上海精神卫生中心), whose vision statement reads: “To enrich people’s lives with brain- and mind-related technology.” The institute intends to extend the development of its invasive BCI products beyond therapeutics to cognitive augmentation.

**NeuroXess** (脑虎科技)

NeuroXess, also in Shanghai, produces invasive BCI products aimed at “twinning” human and artificial intelligence. Its “flexible BCI system” benchmarks the U.S. company Neuralink’s products and was inspired by work that its founder Tao Hu did at Tufts University. Tao, who is also at CAS’s Shanghai Institute of Microsystem and Information Technology (上海微系统与信息技术研究所), aims at cognitive augmentation and a merger with AI. Along the way, BCI will support “emotional regulation and cognitive assessment.” Tao predicts the “digitization of humans” through BCI.

**Neuracom** (衷华脑机)

Neuracom was founded by Huang Li in 2021. The company offers “a one-stop implantable brain-computer interface system” claimed to be on a par with the world’s best. Neuracom is part of Wuhan’s China Optics Valley Brain Science Industrial Base (中国光谷脑科学产业基地) in the city’s East Lake High-tech Development Zone (东湖高新区), which is host to Huazhong University of Science and Technology’s Brain Institute, CAS’s Institute of Automation, and other leading organizations, whose collective goal is to build “the first brain-computer interaction industrialization project in Central China.”
**BrainCo (强脑科技)**

BrainCo, with branches in Hangzhou, Shenzhen, and Boston, was founded in 2015 by Han Bicheng (韩璧丞) and a team of fellow Chinese students at the Harvard Innovation Lab. Besides Harvard, BrainCo’s website lists MIT, Yale University, Boston University, and other foreign entities as collaborators. Its products, based on non-invasive technology, include a bionic hand, an “intelligent” prosthetic leg, neurofeedback sleep aids and an attention-monitoring headband that debuted in a Zhejiang elementary school. BrainCo claims to have funding in excess of USD 200 million and U.S. FDA approval for its products.

**We-Linking (微灵医疗)**

We-Linking was established in April 2019 in Shenzhen with branches in Beijing, Suzhou, and Maryland and is credited as being a “full-suite” producer of invasive BCI products. Its founder, Li Xiaojian (李骁健) is affiliated with CAS’s Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology (深圳先进技术研究院) and, like many of the entrepreneurs listed here, trained and worked extensively in the United States. In November 2023, the company and its CAS affiliate established a Brain-Computer Intelligent Integration Technology Joint Laboratory (脑机智能融合技术联合实验室) for implantable BCI.

**Brain-Computer Interface Industry Alliance (脑机接口产业联盟)**

This BCI industrial alliance—China’s first—was formed in February 2023 under Ministry of Industry and Information Technology auspices with support from Tsinghua and other major institutions. It is led by Yu Xiaohui (余晓晖), head of the China Academy of Information and Communications Technology (中国信息通信研究院). Its secretary-general Li Wenyu (李文宇) stated in May 2023 that Chinese researchers have experimented on humans and other primates using implantable and interventional (介入式) technology. As of November 2023, some 151 BCI-related organizations had joined.
Content Analysis

Besides collecting metadata on China’s BCI infrastructure, the present study also analyzed the content of papers and patents to assess the research itself.

Based on an initial review of a subset of the literature, this study’s two subject-matter experts built a taxonomy that was used to classify each paper/patent. One focus of the taxonomy was experimental technique. Primary distinctions were “recording” for brain signal read-out or “stimulation” for signal input, and whether the data were obtained using invasive means (“brain implant”) or not. Given the preponderance of approaches using EEG, “EEG” was used as a separate category for studies using EEG. Since EEG always involves recording, no separate “recording” label was used for these studies.

Recording and stimulation techniques that used methods other than EEG or brain implants, such as fNIRS (functional near-infrared spectroscopy), fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imaging), or ultrasound, but also studies supplementing neural signals with non-neural signals (such as eye movements), were labeled as “other.” Studies that did not focus on a specific application, but rather on the data science of extracting predictive features from neural signals for a variety of applications were labeled “algorithm development.”

A second focus of the taxonomy was on the application area. We used “hardware engineering” for papers/patents on developing new hardware, such as novel material science, new micro-electrodes, and experimental platforms. “Autonomous robot control” included driving-related applications such as detecting braking signals, as well as wheelchair and exoskeleton control, along with control of small robots or unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

“Emotion detection” labeled papers/patents on extracting information about users’ emotional states. “Cognitive state monitoring” was used as a label for studies/patents that focused on extracting information about non-emotional cognitive states such as focused attention, cognitive load, or error processing. The latter category also included a few studies on epilepsy monitoring.
“Communication” included papers/patents focused on allowing the user to communicate without voluntary muscle movement. This included applications to decode inner (i.e., imagined) speech and applications such as P300 spellers and studies using SSVEP (steady state visually evoked potential) to allow users to select particular items from streams of information. It also included motor imagery or the ideation of moving muscles, if the focus was on using the signals to allow users to communicate.

“Fatigue detection” included studying signals indicating users’ fatigue or vigilance. Studies on the ethical aspects of using BCI were labeled “ethics.” Lastly, we used “review/editorial” to label studies that reviewed the field but did not provide primary data.

Figures 2 and 3 depict, respectively, the numbers of papers and patents associated with these 14 categories.

Figure 2. Chinese BCI Studies—Topical Characterization
Not surprisingly, given the relative simplicity of collecting brain data using EEG, there was a preponderance of studies using that technique. In comparison, since most invasive BCI require a skilled neurosurgeon and have complex ethical implications, there were many fewer papers using brain implants.

The large number of studies with a “communication” label was due to many studies using EEG for P300/SSVEP-type applications. The relatively large number of studies focusing on emotion detection was remarkable, in particular relative to the general BCI literature (i.e., not just limited to that including Chinese authors).

The large number of papers on improving decoding of EEG signals is striking. This confirms the known issue of interpretability of EEG signals, poor signal quality, and the determination of the labs to overcome these challenges with state-of-the-art machine learning techniques.
Expert Assessments

The following evaluations of China’s BCI capabilities are provided by this study’s two subject-matter experts, Drs. Wang and Riesenhuber, based on materials they examined here and their knowledge of global trends.

Dr. Jennifer Wang, neurotech SME for R&D programs

China’s BCI community has focused on EEG—a non-invasive interface to advance brain read-out technology that is low-cost, low-risk, as well as easy to operate and scale. However, recording signals from outside the brain is like listening to a concert through walls; interpreting scalp electrical signals has historically been challenging due to its diffuse and noisy nature. The desire to overcome this challenge is reflected in the large volume of data science studies reported here that leverage state-of-the-art machine learning techniques to improve feature analysis of brain signals, which can be used for controlling devices or revealing mental states. The massive effort to improve EEG signal analysis is remarkable and may have resulted in successes such as a “world-first” claim by Xinhua in May 2023, where a Nankai University laboratory demonstrated robotic arm control through an EEG BCI interface in a macaque monkey. In this invasive (interventional) study, the electrodes are implanted inside a brain blood vessel for recording. Many obstacles remain for invasive BCI devices to be safe for humans.

The analysis of publications presented here suggests that in addition to clinical rehabilitation, there’s a strong push towards understanding brain read-out for a multitude of practical uses in the general population. These applications are mainly targeted at improving life quality and providing next-level biofeedback. Applications for autonomous driving include driver intent-triggered assistive braking and driver fatigue detection; using brain signals to control wheelchairs, computer games or smart home functions. Being a leading manufacturer of uncrewed autonomous vehicles (UAVs), China also seeks to find more sophisticated UAV/swarm control algorithms using BCIs to surpass existing computer algorithms. Developing brain-controlled Chinese character input has a notable number of studies in our review. This offers patients with motor deficits a way of communication and an additional method for
healthy people to interact with their electronic devices. The input rate (characters per minute) remains low for practical use in the general population.

Optimizing learning and deriving higher intelligence is another theme observed in recent publications. EEG-based BCI monitors have been tested in Chinese schools as trial biofeedback devices designed to measure concentration before being halted after media backlash. Emotional detection algorithms may have similar uses for monitoring mood and building emotionally-informed digital assistants/companions to increase work productivity and provide emotional comfort for an aging population. Several studies tested if brain data from multiple people performing the same task, or a mixture of human and machine intelligence, could more efficiently solve complex problems.

Overall, the literature review reflected China’s investment in using non-invasive BCIs to develop ready-to-use devices to facilitate direct interaction of user intent (brain signals) with the world. For this emerging field, we found nine ethical editorial articles discussing issues associated with BCI use, including user privacy and informed consent.

Dr. Max Riesenhuber, Georgetown University, Department of Neuroscience

When surveying the literature on BCI, it is helpful to distinguish between “non-invasive” and “invasive” approaches. The former are mostly based on scalp electroencephalography (EEG) or other techniques (such as functional near-infrared spectroscopy, fNIRS) that do not require surgical implantation of neural recording and/or stimulation equipment. These techniques, while usually providing a relatively coarse picture of neural activity, have the critical advantage of ease of application. In contrast, “invasive” devices are placed inside the cranium, providing much improved signal quality and the ability to record from and stimulate precisely defined neuronal targets, at the expense of requiring surgical implantation.

These differences give rise to different application profiles for invasive and non-invasive techniques. While conventional EEG BCI techniques (such as P300 or SSVEP) could only extract a few bits or maybe tens of bits per minute of information from the
EEG signal, newer analysis techniques based on advanced machine learning have increased the information rate obtainable from EEG-based BCI by an order of magnitude or more. There are a large number of papers by Chinese scientists describing related efforts to improve the amount of information that can be extracted from the brain using non-invasive techniques. These data rates are already sufficient for a major application area apparent from the literature survey, that of using BCI, in particular non-invasive BCI, to extract private information from healthy individuals’ brains, such as cognitive states (attention, vigilance, fatigue, deception) or mood/emotional states. In those cases, BCI systems can provide information that would otherwise not be readily accessible.

Correspondingly, many of the more interesting applications of BCI in healthy individuals focus on cognitive state detection, such as monitoring of cognitive load, level of attention, vigilance, or fatigue—which can be important, for instance, for monitoring pilots or drivers. In addition, there were a surprisingly large number of papers on emotion processing, such as detecting the emotional states of participants (which could be as simple as positive/neutral/negative, or aiming for a more fine-grained classification). Part of the reason for the substantial number of studies on this area could be that emotion detection is a “sweet spot” for BCI in healthy individuals: information on the emotional/cognitive state of an individual is of interest for a variety of applications and can be read out using cheap and non-invasive EEG.

In contrast, the use of non-invasive BCI in healthy individuals to control vehicles such as UAVs (and even UAV “swarms”) reported in the Chinese literature can be considered gimmicks at this point, as the data rates and system performances are much lower than what can be obtained via conventional manual control.

As is evident from the Chinese literature, the capabilities of EEG-based BCI systems will likely improve in the near future due to refined algorithms (permitting higher performance, faster training, and/or inter-subject transfer) and electrode technology (for higher signal quality, easier setup and longer recording durations) and the inclusion of complementary, non-neural sources of information such as eye movements, galvanic
skin responses, visual information (analyzed by conventional ML techniques, e.g., for emotion detection by facial expressions), or speech signals.

There will also likely be a wider range of applications for EEG-based BCI systems, driven by the simplicity of EEG acquisition and its low cost. The patent survey revealed patents in a range of novel areas, including piano training, meditation training, measuring personality traits and carsickness prevention, to name just a few (on a side note, several patents on adversarial attacks on EEG-based BCI systems stood out as well).

In contrast to the limits of non-invasive techniques, invasive techniques have the advantage of vastly increased bandwidth, in other words, the ability to extract orders of magnitude more information about the brain’s neural activity than possible with surface-based techniques such as EEG or fNIRS, as well as much higher specificity, which is particularly important for neuro-stimulation applications. Considering these advantages, it is not surprising that a second major focus of the surveyed Chinese research appears to be on reducing the complexity and invasiveness of direct neural recordings.

For instance, in the U.S., novel “neuropixel” electrodes allow the simultaneous recording from more than a thousand channels. The Chinese literature describes the development of similar systems. A large number of surveyed research papers describe the development by Chinese teams of flexible electrodes and thin-film devices that better conform to the (soft, moving) brain and allow longer and more consistent recordings, of new electrode materials, miniaturized high-capacity recording chips, wireless transmission circuits, automated implantation devices and novel, fully implanted systems, with recording as well as stimulation capability (the latter either via conventional electric stimulation or by optical means, to be used in optogenetic applications).

The comprehensiveness and multi-level approach of this Chinese research, encompassing all stages from electrode materials over implantation devices to signal transmission, make it highly likely that within the near future, there will be the capability for minimally-invasive high-bandwidth neural recording and stimulation,
which will dramatically increase the potential of BCI applications, due to data rates that are either higher than obtainable via conventional means (such as manual responses) and/or the ability to read out and even modulate cognitive states (including emotional states).
Global Dependencies

We understand “global dependency” as the reliance of states on each other’s knowledge or skills to develop and enhance their research. Each state has its own unique learning and teaching practices, supporting infrastructures, as well as ethics and laws that regulate research and affect its progress. Hence, political borders can confine research, and collaborating with foreign partners may help combat state-centric deficiencies.

While China has indigenous expertise in BCI, it is important to examine if and how China has gained from foreign collaborations. According to metadata in the 663 China-authored papers gathered for the present study, China’s top collaborators in BCI research are U.S. and UK universities. China also worked with institutions in 19 other countries. Figure 4 depicts the top 12 foreign collaborators with China on BCI-related publications. Not shown are collaborations with South Korea and Ethiopia (two publications each), and with Switzerland, Greece, Denmark, India, Finland, Slovenia, and Spain (one each).

Figure 4. China Collaborates Most Often with the United States for BCI Research (2020-2023)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number of China-Collaborated Papers (within Selected BCI Corpus)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
U.S.-based scientists were the most frequent foreign collaborators with Chinese scientists, contributing to 50 BCI-related papers relevant to our search. These publications were affiliated with 21 different U.S.-based institutions and 32 China-based institutions. Notably, four of the 50 U.S. collaborations were with “Seven Sons” universities in China: two papers were affiliated with the Beijing Institute of Technology, one with the Nanjing University of Science and Technology, and one with the Northwestern Polytechnical University. The “Seven Sons of National Defense” (国防七子) are Chinese universities that train talent and work on technical projects of interest to the People’s Liberation Army (PLA).\textsuperscript{128} They are not administered directly by the PLA, and students tend to be civilians, but researchers at these universities do collaborate extensively with the PLA on basic and applied research.\textsuperscript{129}

Northwestern Polytechnical University, for example, produces the most employees at China’s largest defense company, the Aviation Industry Corporation of China, and has a scholarship program specifically for students looking to work there.\textsuperscript{130} Beijing Institute of Technology is a top feeder for many defense companies in China and has a strong relationship with China North Industries Corporation (which is on the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Bureau of Industry and Security Entity List), having signed strategic cooperation agreements with the company.\textsuperscript{131}

Outside of the Seven Sons, other Chinese universities that collaborated with U.S. institutions had ties to China’s defense industry. Shanghai Jiao Tong University has helped the PLA do cyber operations and openly operates joint research facilities with the PLA.\textsuperscript{132} Zhejiang University and Huazhong University of Science and Technology are affiliated with Zhejiang Lab, which does AI research and has the NUDT on its oversight board.\textsuperscript{133}
In all, some 21 U.S. institutions collaborated with Chinese organizations to publish BCI research. Here are the most prominent (number of papers):

Box 1: Major U.S. Institutions Collaborating with China on BCI

| University of California San Diego (16) |
| University of Washington (6) |
| Lehigh University (4) |
| Massachusetts Institute of Technology (3) |
| Stanford University (3) |

The following are the major Chinese BCI institutions collaborating with a U.S. institution:

Box 2: Major Chinese institutions collaborating with the U.S. on BCI

| Tianjin University (14) |
| Shanghai Jiao Tong University (9) |
| Tsinghua University (5) |
| East China University of Science and Technology (4) |
| University of Electronic Science and Technology (4) |
| Fudan University (3) |
| Beijing Institute of Technology (3) |

As indicated in Figure 4, there is a significant difference between the number of joint papers published by China’s first and second most frequent collaborators. The United Kingdom had the second-most publications in collaboration with China-based institutions, with 21. The third most-frequent collaborator with China on relevant BCI research was Russia, with 20 publications, although this appears to be an anomaly.¹³⁴
As Figure 5 shows, China published significantly more China-only research than collaborative research with foreign institutions between 2020 and 2023 in this topic area.\textsuperscript{135} China’s individual output on BCI was 110 in 2020, while the same year its co-authored foreign collaborations stood at 25 (around 19% of total research). This ratio declined slightly but steadily through subsequent years.

Overall, the majority of relevant BCI-related papers in China were published without foreign institutional collaborations: around 84% were published solely by Chinese institutions. These findings could imply that China’s BCI research does not depend on direct collaborations with researchers outside China to be productive, and China’s overt reliance on foreign partnerships in this area is decreasing.
Recommendations

Brain-computer interfaces began as therapeutic devices to treat pathology and will continue to fill that role into the future. We find these developments encouraging and strongly support the medical lines of BCI research—in China or anywhere. Alleviating human suffering is science at its best.

The same technology that can help restore neurological function, however, can enhance the cognitive capabilities of the general population across a range of applications that are only now being explored, which casts the enterprise in a more controversial light. The opportunities and risks of improved human-computer integration through BCI are apparent to China as well, as evidenced in the citations adduced in this study, in the papers we reviewed, and in Chinese sources that date back a decade or more.136

More recently, Chinese appreciation of the link between BCIs and cognitive enhancement was expressed at China’s “First National Brain-computer Interface Conference” (全国首届脑机接口大会) on July 3, 2023, where Gao Xiaorong—the Tsinghua professor who figured prominently in this study—opined that BCI will be the venue for interacting with superintelligence137—a mega-development that, if feasible at all, would surely intensify the global debate between “boomers” and “doomers,” i.e., those enamored and fearful of AI progress.

Finally, cognitive enhancement as a goal of Chinese BCI research was stated unambiguously in Chinese Communist Party “Guidelines” released in February 2024, underscoring the present study’s main thesis.138

- The "Guidelines" also clearly define five research types: non-invasive restorative brain-computer interface research, invasive restorative brain-computer interface research, interventional brain-computer interface research, augmentative brain-computer interface research, and animal brain-computer interface research.
- The "Guidelines" clarify that augmentative brain-computer interface refers to brain-computer interface technology that enhances the perception, cognition, and motor abilities of users with normal body functions.
These aspirations offer clues about China’s trajectory but are inadequate measures of progress. The present study tested the credibility of such statements by reviewing China BCI papers and patents. We found China’s non-invasive BCI research to be comparable with that of other scientifically advanced nations and to be working to overcome obstacles to greater fidelity, throughput, and wider use. China’s invasive BCI research, while historically behind its non-invasive efforts, has picked up the pace and is approaching global standards of sophistication.\textsuperscript{139} That is, published Chinese BCI research is consistent with the stated goals of its vocal scientific community.

A second purpose of this study, beyond examining China’s BCI enterprise, is to help manage the challenge it poses to competing nations by assembling in one place a record of the scientists and organizations that make up its infrastructure. As with earlier CSET studies,\textsuperscript{140} the aim is always to ingest the data into a watchboard to monitor Chinese S&T development for security, safety, and ethical issues, and to engage China on opportunities for mutual benefit.

China’s BCI research, beyond medical uses, poses three types of risk: (1) medium-term challenges from enhanced productivity and warfighting capability that emerge from tighter integration between humans and computers; (2) BCI’s role over the longer term in facilitating a synthesis of human and machine intelligence that could snowball into a form of general intelligence; and (3) ethical and privacy concerns arising from China’s use and export of BCI devices. These risks are amplified by the likelihood that Chinese institutions researching brain-computer technology, and the scientists affiliated with them, are under more pressure than their foreign counterparts to align their research with the expectations of their government sponsors.\textsuperscript{141}

The suite of risks posed by the merger of human and artificial intelligence should be monitored by a global consortium drawing on resources from government and the private sector to provide U.S. policymakers timely and continuous updates on China’s—and other nations’—progress in these strategic technologies.\textsuperscript{142}

In the interim, we repeat here a standing offer to support any serious non-commercial U.S., UK, or other allied effort to create this needed capability.
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